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This invention vrelates to hydraulic pr, 

and more particularly to controls for hydraulic 
presses, such that they may be made automatic 
to a large extent, and completely automatic if 
desired. In the operation of presses of this char 
acter, it is desirable to be able to start the press 

, in motion, and to provide for its continued oper 
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ation through a given cycle automatically, so 
that the parts return to the position of rest from 
which the action was started. Moreover, it .is 
also advantageous to effect this result entirely 
by means of ?uid pressure or hydraulic pressure. 

. and without the use of mechanical contrivances, 

" 20 

such as levers or the like, which not only add 
to the complexity of the device but probably 
render it less positive in operation. 
In the present instance the cross head or 

platen of the press is brought to a closing posi 
tion against the work under one degree of pres 
sure, and after the work has been encountered, 

~ a higher operating pressure is brought into effect 
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on the main ram to actually perform the press 
ing operation. The pressure is then released, 
the cross head returned to its original position, 
and if desired, ejectors are providedvto auto— 
matically eject the work from the press. More 
over, these operations are all performed smoothly 
and without shock, as the pressure in the various 
parts of the device is changed from one degree 
to another. . 

One object of the invention is the provision 
of an automatic or semi-automatic hydraulic 
press, which when set into operation, will be 

‘ caused to automatically effect a- given cycle of 
35 
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operations and return the parts to the original 
position, ready to beginv a second or repeat cycle. 
Another object 01' the invention is the‘ provi 

sion of an hydraulic press of the character de 
scribed such that the various operations will be 
caused to take place under the control of hy 
draulic or ?uid pressure in a single circuit hav 
ing a minimum and maximum pressure range, 
without the necessity for use of mechanical con 
tr‘ivances, or secondary sources of power. 
To these and other ends the invention con 

sists in the novel features and combinations of 
parts to be hereinafter described and claimed. 

In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic view of an hydraulic _ 

press and control system therefor; 
Fig. 2 is a conventional view of the ejector 

plate and associated ‘parts. 
Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the. pump; 
Fig. 4 is a sectional view of the main control 

ling valve of the hydraulic press; 

Fig. 5 is a sectional view of the starting valve 
which controls the operation of the main valve; 

Fig. 6 is a sectional view of the stop valve; and 
Hg. 7' is a sectional view of the three-way valve 

controlling the ejector. 
To illustrate a preferred embodiment of my 

invention, I have shown an hydraulic press com 
prising a cross head “I secured at the bottom of 
a main ram II, which ram operates in a main 
cylinder i2. At the side of the main cylinder‘ 10 
are disposed auxiliary cylinders I3 and It in 
which reciprocate the pistons l5 and I6 attached 
to the cross head It at their lower ends. These 
auxiliary cylinders may be termed pull-back or 
lift cylinders, as they serve to lift the cross head 15 
from the work after an operation has been com 
pleted. It may also be pointed out, however, 
that in addition to this operation these auxiliary 
cylinders also serve to lower or drive the cross 
head against the work prior to the introduction 20 
of pressure ?uid into the main cylinder l2. 
At the upper portion of the cylinder I2 is pro 

vided a reciprocating valve I1, which may be 
called a pre-?lling valve, and above this valve 
is a cylinder l8 within which operates a piston 25 
I9 secured to and designed to operate‘the valve 
II. This valve, as will be' explained hereinafter, 
is designed to permit the hydraulic ?uid to ‘?ow 
into the cylinder I! when the ram is lowered by 
means of the auxiliary pistons l5 and I6, before 30 
?uid under heavy pressure is introduced into the 
cylinder l2, so that this cylinder will be ready 
for the application-of the high pressure ?uid 
when vthe cross head has reached its ?nal posi 
tion against the work. The ?uid tank or reser- 35 
voir is shown at 20, upon which is mounted a 
variable pressure and variable delivery pump 2| 
driven by a motor 22 through a ?exible coupling 
23. This pump is adapted to draw ?uid from the 
tank through the line 24, and a line 25 also con 
necting the pump to the tank provides a pump 
slippage drain usual in such devices to prevent 
the building up of excessive pressure. As a pump 
of this character is well known in the art and 
is substantially like that shown in United States 45 
Patent No. 1,077,979 to Hele-Shaw et al., No 
vember 11, 1913, no further description thereof is 
believed to be necessary, as the details of the 
pump per se form novpart of the present inven 
tion. The tank 20 is connected by a ?uid line 50 
26, with the chamber above the pre-?lling valve 
l7. While the ?uid from the tank will normally 
tend to ?ow’through this line by gravity, it has 
been found desirable to provide a certain amount 
of air-‘pressure in the tank so as to force the‘ 55 
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pressure ?uid (which is usually oil) to ?ow 
quickly into the main cylinder I2 past the valve 
I'I, particularly if a high speed press is being 
used, this practice of placing the ?uid source or 
supply under pressure having been in effect for 
many years for inducing rapid ?ow. 
From the pump 2| a ?uid pressure line 21 leads 

to a four-way valve 28, and a return line 29 leads 
from this valve to the tank. One form of such 
valve is illustrated in Fig. 4 of the drawings, 
wherein, as illustrated, the valve casing pro 
vides a cylinder 288 within which is mounted a 
piston rod 28b having piston heads 28°. A by 
pass 28(1 is formed in the casing, which, as 
will be apparent, serves to connect the pipe 29 
which is adjacent one end of the cylinder with 
the opposite end of the cylinder when such com 
munication is permitted by the piston head 28°. 
The piston rod of the valve 28 is designed to be 
operated by a piston 30 mounted in a cylinder 
3I, this cylinder being connected on one side of 
the piston with the pressure line 21 by the line 
32, in which is mounted a starting valve 33, pref 
erably of the automatic return type, that is, a 
valve which, when thrown, will return to its 
original position. A conventional disclosure of 
such a valve is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5, 
wherein the operating handle 33a is biased by a 
spring 33b so that it will normally be held in po 
sition to close this valve. This portion of the 
cylinder 3| is also adapted to bleed into the line. 
32, when the valve 33 is closed, by means of the 
return line 35, in which is mounted the check 
valve 36. Also the pressure line 21 is connected 
to the cylinder 3| upon the other side of the piston 
30 by the duct 31, which leads through a pres 
sure relief valve 38, this valve operating to per 
mit pressure from the line 31 to reach the end 
‘of the cylinder 3| beyond the piston 30 only when 
pressure in the line 21 has been built up to a suf 
ficient extent to overcome the set of the relief 
valve and burst through this valve, as will be ex- _ 
plained hereinafter. 
From the four-way valve 28 lead two ?uid lines 

I00 and 200 which may be pressure or exhaust 
(return) lines, depending upon the position of the 
valve 28. The ?uid line I00 leads upwardly to a 
pressure gauge IOI, and through a suitable ?t 
ting I02 and check valve I028- to branches I03 
and I04, and thence to thepull-back or lift cyl 
inders I3 and I4 above the pistons I5 and I6. 
A by-pass line I04EL is provided about the check 

valve I'02a to permit exhaust of or return ?ow 
from the cylinders I3 and I4 above the pistons 
I5 and I6. The return flow through this by 
pass line is controlled‘by a stop valve I04b oper 
ated by a rod I04¢, a spring I04d normally hold 
ing this rod downwardly, and thus holding this 
valve in open position. Such a stop valve is 
shown conventionally in Fig. 6 of the drawings, 
the valve comprising a cylinder I04t in which op 
erates a piston I04? carried on the rod I04°. This 
valve, when closed, will check the discharge from 
the upper side of the pistons I5 and I6 on the 
return of the press, and thus stop the pistons at 
any desired point in their return strokes, de 
pending upon the time of closing of this valve. 
The rod I04c may carry an adjustable arm or 

stop I04e to be engaged by the cross head I0\or 
some movable part secured thereto, and thus 
move the valve I04h to closed position at any de 
sired point in the upward travel of the cross head. 
The line I 00 is also connected through the 

pressure relief valve I05 with a line. I06 leading 
into the pro-?lling valve control cylinder I8 be 
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low the piston I9., Line I06 is in turn connected 
through a pressure relief valve I01 with a line 
I00 leading into the cylinder I2 of the main ram. 
It will also be observed that the lines I06 and I08 
are connected through check valves -I09 and H0 
with the fitting‘ I02 in line I00. A needle valve 
I09a is placed just beyond check valve I09 to regu 
late the back flow from the main cylinder I2 to 
e?ect the bleeding of this cylinder at a safe rate. 
A bleed or return line 39 in which is mounted a 
check valve 39‘1 connects the outer end of cylinder 
3| with the main ?uid line I00. 
The ?uid line 200 is connected with a branch 

line 20I leading to the pre-?lling valve control 
cylinder above the piston I9. This line 20I is also 
connected through the pressure relief valve 202, 
and through a ?tting 203, with branch lines 204 
and 205 leading to the pull-back or lift cylin 
ders I3 and I4 below the pistons I5 and I6. 
‘In connection with some forms of press work, 

it is desirable to provide a work ejector, and for 
this purpose I have shown an automatic ejector 
arrangement which may or may not be used, as 
desired. An ejector ram is shown at 40 operat 
ing in an ejector cylinder 4|, which cylinder is 
connected by a ?uid line 42 with a three-way 

. valve 43, this valve having a passage connected 
by the line 44 with the return line 29 to the tank 
20. A conventional form of three-way valve con 
struction which may be employed is shown in Fig. 
7, and as the details of construction of such valve 
form no part of the present invention, it is be 
lieved that no further description will be re 
quired. Also connected with a passage in this 
valve is a_ ?uid line 45 connected to the line 205, 
previously mentioned. In the line 45 is a shut 
off valve 46, so that the ejector may be cut off 
if desired. It will be understood that the valve 
43 will connect the line 42 with the line 44 or 
line '45 selectively, depending upon whether pres 
sure ?uid is to be admitted to the line 42 or 
whether it is to be permitted to exhaust into the 
tank. 
The valve 43 is actuated by a piston 41 operat 

ing in a cylinder 48. One end of this cylinder 
is connected by the ?uid line 49 with the ?tting 
I02 and ?uid line I00 leading to the main four 
way valve 28. The cylinder at the other side of 
the piston is connected with the line 45 through 
the ?uid line 50 and pressure relief valve 5|. A 
bleed or relief line 52 is provided to by-pass the 
relief valve 5|, in which line 52 is a check valve 
53‘ to permit‘ the passage of ?uid in one direction 
only, so as to permit the bleeding or exhausting 
of the end of the cylinder 48 beyond the pis 
ton 41. 
When the discharge from the upper side of pis 

tons I5 and I6 has been stopped, as previously 
described, by closing of the valve I04", the press 
can of course open no farther, and since delivery 
of ?uid pressure from the pump continues, a pres 
sure will be built up in line 200 which is higher 
than is necessary for lifting purposes. This pres 
sure may be utilized to again start the closing of 
the press and thus render it completely auto 
matic. For this purpose, line 200 may be con 
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nected through passage 55 and pressure relief 
valve 56, with cylinder 3I at the left of the control 
valve'ipiston 30, so that when pressure in line 
200 builds up by reason of the stopping of the 
opening of the press to a su?icient extent to over— 
come the setting of pressure relief valve 56, such 
increased ?uid pressure will be admitted to cylin 
der 3I anddrive piston 30 toward the right, thus 

70 

initiating another closing movement of the press. 1‘ 
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If desired, a manually operated stop valve 51 may 
be provided in line "to cut oil.’ this line if it is 
not desired to take advantage of full automatic 
operation. ‘If stop ‘valve 51 vis closed, succeeding 
press operations will be initiated by means of the’ 
starting valve 33 after the opening of the press 
has been stopped by the closing of valve I04": 'j_ 
In Fig. 2 of the drawing I have shown in‘ some 

what conventional form of anejector plate 80‘to 
which is secured the ejector ram 40, the ejector 
plate carrying ejector pins 8| projecting through 
openings 82 in a bolster 83 to eject the work from 

' the press when the ram 40 is operated. - a 
The operation of my device may be brie?y. de 

scribed as follows: At the beginning of a cycle 
of operations, it will be.understood that the cross 
head I0 is in raised position, being so held by 
means of pressure in the cylinders I3 and It be 
low the pistons I5 and", which is “the condition 

'9 obtaining when the main pump pressure line 21 
‘is connected through the four-way valve 28 with 
theJine 200 leading upwardly on the drawing 
from the valve 28. The operator, being ready 
for a pressing operation, actuate; the valve 33, 
permitting pressure ?uid to pass through the line 
32 to the cylinder 3| at the left of the piston 30, 
thus driving this piston to the right. and moving 
the valve 28 to connect the main pump pressure 
line 21 with the line I00. The valve 33 may be 
immediately released, and it may return to its 
original position, the piston'30. however, remain 
ing at the right.‘ Pressure ?uid now travels 
through line I00, ?tting I02, check valve I02‘, 
and branch lines I08 and I0! to the auxiliary cyl 
inders I3 and It to drive those cylinders down 
and cause the cross head to be set against the 
work. ' . 

It will be understood that when valve 28 has 
been moved by the travel of piston .30 to the right, 
and line I00 has been connected to pressure line 
21, line 200 has at that time been connected to 
return line 29, so that the auxiliary cylinders I3 
and Il below the pistons I5 and I6 are connected 
through lines 204' and 205 and check valve 206 
with the line 200, and the pressure ?uid'in the 
cylinders below the pistons is permitted to ex 
haust‘to permit the pistons to lower. ~ - 

It will be seen that back pressure from- the low 
er side ,of pistons I5 and I6 will be transmitted 
‘through line 20I to the upper side of piston I9 to 
provide for the maintenance in open position of 

' the pre-filling valve I'I during the rapid closing 
of the press by the auxiliary pistons I5 and I8. 
.As soon as the cross head is set against the’ 

work by the auxiliary cylinders, pressure builds 
up in line I00 until it overcomes the setting of 
relief valve I05, ‘when this ?uid under pressure 

, bursts through this valve into line I06 and pre 
?lling valve control cylinder I8 below the piston 
I9, thus causing this piston to rise‘and the pre 
?lling valve I‘! to close. ' 

It may be noted at this point that up until the 
' ?uid under pressure breaks through relief valve 
I05, the vpre-?lllng valve I‘! has remained open, 
and the cylinder I2 above the main ram II has 
been ?lled with oil through the ?uid line 26, as 
the ram is lowered by auxiliary pistons I5 and I6. 
when the ram has been set against the work 

by the auxiliary pistons, and the cylinder I2 has 
been ?lled with oil through the pre-?lling valve 
and the ?uid line 26, the pre-?lling valve I ‘I is 
closed, as described ‘above, and the device is in ' 
readiness for the application of pressure to the 
main cylinder I2. . I _ 

This occurs by the building up of ?uid pressure 

3 
in. the line I08after the pre-?lling- valve has been 
.closed, until it bursts through the relief valve 
I01 and enters the main cylinder I2 of the ram 
II. It will be noted that the ?uid pressure now 
available for the ram has been built up to a con 
siderable extent, depending upon the setting oiI 
the various relief valves, and when it has been 
built up in the cylinder. I2 to the amount desired. ' 

i0 3 
which may be different for each class of work 

rand for. which the relief valve 38 must be set, 
the ?uid pressure now overcomes the resistance > 
upon this valve, and is permitted to enter the 
cylinder 3| through the line 31, which drives 
the piston 30 to 'the left. operating the four 
way valve 28 and eilecting communication be 
tween- the press 
and alsoopening the line I00‘ to the exhaust or 
return line>29.' It will be seen, therefore, that 
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ure line 21 and the line 200,-v 

when the pressure upon the main ram hasv 
reached the desired amount, as determined by the 
setting of the pressure relief valve 38, the four 
way valve 28 is actuated by pressure entering the 
cylinder 3|, and the conditions of pressure and 
exhaust formerly existing in lines I00 and 200 are 

- reversed. ’ ' 

Now that line I00 communicates with the re- ' 
turn or ‘exhaust line 29, pressure is at once relieved 
above the main ram in the cylinder l2, and also I 
in the auxiliary cylinders I3 and It above the 
pistonsli and I8. The pressurein the cylinder 
I8 is also relieved, the lines I09 and I08 com 
municating with the ?tting I02, which'is open 
to line I00 through the check valves I09 and H0. 
The pressure now obtaining in line 200 passes 

through line 20I to the pre-?lling valve cylinder 
I8 above the piston I9, and opens the 'pre-?lling' 

- valve II, the cylinder exhausting throughv the 
line I06. This opening of the pre-?lling valve 
.is slightly delayed as it will not take place until 
the pressure in the cylinder of the main ram 
is relieved through the regulating needle valve 
I09‘. This regulating valve therefore insures 
against the shock which often takes place upon 
reversal of pressure in an apparatus of this kind. 
When the pre-?lling valve has been opened. ?uid 
pressure will build up su?iciently in line 20I to 
break through or overcome the resistance of‘ _ 
relief valve 202, and through branch lines 208, 
205 enter the cylinders I3 and It below the 
pistons l5 and I5'to raise these pistons, and 
with them the main ram II and cross head at; 
tached thereto. During the raising of the ram" . 
I I, the cylinder I2 will be emptied through the 
pre-?lling line 26, as the pre-?lling valve I1‘ is ~ 
now open, and through the line I08 past needle 

‘ valve I 09“. . a ‘ - 

During the raising of the ram by the auxiliary 
' pistons I5 and I6, the pressure ?uid in the cylin 
ders above the pistons I5 and I8 is'permitted to 
?ow to line I00 through by-pass line I04‘ and 
stop valve I0tb. When the press has been opened 
to a suf?cient extent for the cross'head to actu 
ate rod I 04° to close the valve, this will shut oil! 
the exhaust of the pressure ?uid above pistons 
I5 and I6, and prevent further opening of the 
press. If the stop valve 51 is open, the increased 
pressure built up in line 200 by reason‘ of the 
stoppage of pistons I5 and It will break through 
pressure relief valve 56 and move the valve-con; 
trollingr piston 30 to the right, thus initiating a 
new closing movement‘ of the press. 
understood, of course, that if the valve 51 is 
closed, complete automatic operation of the press 
does not take place,.and in such case a new 
closing movement of the. press must be initiated 

It will be ' 
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4 
by movement of the 
valve 33. . 
When the piston 30 of the four-way valve 28 

manually operated control 

is moved to the left by ?uid pressure entering the ' 
cylinder ill from the line 31, the spacevin the 
cylinder 3| to the left of the piston 30 may bleed 
into the line 21 through line 35 and check valve 
36. It will be understood that line 21 is under 
?uid pressure at all times, and that the pressure 
in the cylinder 3| will at thistime be the same 
upon one side of the piston 80 as upon the other, 
but the piston nevertheless will travel toward the‘ 
left, due to its larger area on the side adjacent 
the line .31. . i i 

The operation of the ejector will now be de 
scribed. When the press ls set into operation, 
?uid pressure in line lllll enters line 49 through 
?tting I02, and drives piston 41 to the left in 
cylinder 48. At this time any pressure ?uid which 
‘may lie in cylinder 48 atthe left of piston 41 is 
permitted to pass out‘ through line 52, check valve 
53, line 45, into line 205, which is connected 

. through check valve 206 with exhaust line 200. 
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When the piston 41 is moved to the left, three 
way valve 43 connects the ?uid line 42 with the 
?uid line 45. As no pressure is existing in line 
45 at this time, the ram 40 will not be raised. 
However, when the pressing operation has been 
completed and the four-way valve 28 has been 
operated to connect line 200 with pressure line 
21, pressure will ?ow through line 45, which is 
connected with line 200, as soon as pressure builds 
up in this line to a su?icient extent to break 
through the relief valve 202 and raise the ram 
II. This ?uid pressure will ?ow from line 45 
through line 42 and raise the ejector ram 40. 
Fluid pressure in line 45 passes'in to line 50, and 
as soon as it has built up to a sufficient extent, 
it will break through pressure relief valve 5| and 
enter cylinder 48 at the left of the piston 41, 
thus driving this piston to the right and actuat 
ing the three-way valve 43 so as to connect the 
line 42 with the line 44, thus opening line 42 and 
the cylinder 4| to the exhaust or return line 29 
and permitting the ejector ram to fall. At the 
time that ?uid pressure is admitted upon the 
left of piston 41 into cylinder 48, the right-hand 
side of this piston is open to line I00, which is 
now the return line. ‘ 

It will be apparent that all of the press oper 
ations are performed from a single source of 
pressure, and that these operations take place by 
reason of the increase of ?uid pressure built up 
by increments in the system, and controlled en- - 
tirely by pressure relief valves, which may be 
set to operate at a predetermined pressure. The 
various incremental increases in pressure con 
trol not only the various operative steps in the 
closing movement of the press, but also serve to 
initiate a reverse movement of the press and also 
control the various operations taking place dur 
ing its opening. 
While I have shown and described a preferred 

embodiment of my invention, it will be under 
stood that it is not to be limited to all of the de 
tails shown, but is capable of modi?cation and 
variation within the spirit of the invention and‘ 
within the scope of the appended claims. 
What I claim is: _ 
1. In an hydraulic press having relatively 

movable pressing members to act on the work, 
means to effect relative approaching and press 
ing movements of said members comprising main 
and auxiliary ?uid pressure motors, a single 
source of variable'?uid pressure, ?uid connec 

2,200,998 
tions from said source to said motors, means ac 
tuated by ?uid pressure in said connections for 
opening said connections'to said main motor only 
after said members have been engaged with the 
work by said. auxiliary motors, means to pre-?ll 
said main motor prior to supply thereto of ?uid 
pressure from said source, said means including 

.a. valve, a ?uid-pressure motor for closing said 
valve, and means controlling admission of fluid‘ 
pressure to said valve‘motor to close said valve 10 
prior to supply of ?uid pressure to the main , 
motor, said means- also being actuated by pres 
sure in said connections independently of the ac 
tuation of the means opening the connection to 
the main motor. 

2. In an hydraulic press having relatively 
movable pressing members to act on the work, 
means to effect relative approaching and press 
ing movements of said members comprising main 
and auxiliary ?uid pressure motors‘, a single 
source of variable ?uid pressure, ?uid connec 
tions from said source to said motors, means ac 
tuated by ?uid pressure in said connections for 
opening said connection to said main motor only 
after said members have been engaged with the 
work by said auxiliary motors, means to pre-?ll 
said main motor prior to supply thereto of ?uid 
pressure from» said source, said means including 
a valve, 9, ?uid-pressure motor to open and close 
said valve, means to admit pressure to said lat 
ter motor to close said valve prior to supply of 
?uid pressure to the main motor, said means be 
ing vactuated by pressure in said connections in 
dependently of the actuation of the means open 
ing the connection to the main motor, means for 
reversing the ?ow of pressure ?uid through the 
connections to said motors to cause a separation 
of said pressing members, and means to reverse 
conditions of pressure and exhaust in said lat 
ter motor for opening said pre-?lling valve prior 
to such separation. , 

3. In an hydraulic press 'having relatively 
movable pressing members toact on the work, 
means to effect relative approaching and press 
ing movements of said members comprising main 
and auxiliary ?uid pressure motors, a single 
source of variable ?uid pressure, ?uid connec 
tions from said source to said motors, means 
opening said connection to said main motor only 
after said members have been engaged with the 
work by said auxiliary motor, means to pre-?ll 
said'main motor prior to supply thereto of ?uid 
pressure ,fromsaid source including a pre-?lling 
‘valve, a ?uid-pressure motor for actuating said 
valve, a connection from said pressure source to 
said valve motor, a relief valve in said connection, 
and a second relief valve in the connection to the 
main motor, said first relief valve opening under 
a lower degree of pressure than the second to 
close said pre-?lling valve prior to supply of ?uid 
pressure to the main motor. ‘ 

4. In an hydraulic press having relatively 
movable pressing members to act on the work, 
means to effect relative approaching and press 
ing movements of said members comprising main 
and auxiliary ?uid pressure motors, a single 
source of variable ?uid pressure, ?uid connections 
from said source to said motors, means to pre-?ll 
said.main motor prior to supply thereto of ?uid 
pressure from said source, said means including 
,a pre-?lling valve and a ?uid-pressure motor for 
actuating said valve, a connection from said pres 
sure source to said valve motor, a relief valve in 
said connection, a second relief valve in the con 

. nection from the pressure source to the main mo 
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tor, pressure-?uid-actuated means to reverse the 

, ?ow of pressure ?uid in all of said connections, 
said means being connected to said pressure 
source, a third relief valve in said last-named 
connections, each of said-relief valves opening 

_ under a higher degree‘ of ?uid pressure than the 
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preceding relief valve whereby said pre-?lling 
valve will be operated, ?uid pressure supplied to 
the main motor, and the ?ow of ?uid pressure 
through said connections reversed, in sequence, 
in the order named. ' - 

_5. In an hydraulic press having relatively 
movable pressing members to act on the work, 
a single source of variable ?uid pressure, means 
actuated by ?uid from said source under one de 
gree of pressure to set said members against the 
work, and by ?uid from the same source under a 
higher degree of pressure to'complete the press- I 
ing operation, means operable by ?uid pressure 
from said source only after a predetermined 
maximum working pressure has been developed 
to e?’ect a separating movement of said members, 
a work ejector, a ?uid pressure motor automati 
cally actuating said ejector after a separating 
movement of said members, means including a 
‘pressure relief valve to reverse automatically 
conditions of pressure and exhaust in said motor 
and return said elector to its original position 
after completion of the separating movement of 
said pressing members. 

6. In an hydraulic press having relatively, 
movable pressing members to act on the work, a 
single source of variable ?uid pressure, means 
actuated by ?uid from said source under one de 
gree of pressure to set said members against the 
work, and by ?uid from the same source under a 
higher degree of pressure to‘complete the press 

. ing operation, means operable by ?uid pressure 
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from said source only after a predetermined 
maximum working pressure has been developed 
to effect a separating movement of said members, 
a work-ejector, including a pressure relief valve 
to reverse automatically conditions of pressure 
and exhaust in said motor, a ?uid pressure mo 
tor automatically actuating said ejector after-a 
separating movement of said members, and 
means including a pressure relief valve to reverse 
automatically conditions of pressure and ex 
haust in said motor to thereafter return said 
ejector means to its original position only after 
completion of the separating movement of said 
pressing members. A 

7. In an hydraulic press having relatively mov 
' able pressing members to act on the work, a sin 
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gle source of variable ?uid pressure, means ac 
tuated by ?uid from said source under one de 
gree of pressure to set said members against the 
work, and by ?uid from the same source under a 
higher degree of pressure to complete the press 
ing operation, means operable by ?uid pressure 
from said source only after a predetermined 
maximum working pressure has been developed 
to effect a separating movement of said members, 
a work ejector, ?uid pressure means automati 
cally actuating said ejector after a separating 
movement of said members, and means to there 
after return said ejector means to its original 
position, said last-named means being ?uid 
pressure-actuateci and operable under a higher 
degree of ?uid pressure than said ejecting means. 

8. In a hydraulic press having relatively mov 
able pressing members to act on the work, main 
and auxiliary ?uid-pressure motors for operat 
ing one of said members, a pre-?lling valve as 
sociated with said main motor, a ?uid-pressure 

5 
motor to operate said valve, a single source of 
variable ?uid pressure, a control valve, delivery . 

' and return pressure lines from said source to said 
. control valve, ?uid-pressure lines leading from '. 
said valve, said valve being movable to reverse 5 
conditions of pressure and exhaust in said vsec- 
ond-named lines, one of said second-named lines 
leading to said auxiliary motors and having a 
branch leading to the pre-?lling valve motor, a 
pressure relief valve controlling delivery of ?uid 10' 
pressure through said branch line and biased to 
operate said, pre-?lling valve motor only after 
operation of said auxiliary motors, a _/second 
branch ?uid-pressure line leading to said main 
motor from said control valve, and a pressure re- 15 
lief valve controlling delivery of ?uid pressure 
through said second branch line and biased to 
admit fluid pressure thereto only after operation 
of said pre-illling valve motor. 

v9. In a hydraulic‘press having relatively mov- 20 
able pressing members to act on the work, main 
and auxiliary ?uid-pressure motors for operating 
one of said members, a pre-?lling valve associated 
with said main motor, a ?uid-pressure motor to 
operate said" valve, a single source of variable 
?uid pressure, a control valve, delivery and re 
turn pressure lines from said source to said con 
trol valve, ?uid-pressure'lines leading from said 
valve, said valve being movable to reverse condi 
tions of pressure and exhaust in said second 
named lines, one of said secondg-named lines lead 
ing to said auxiliary motbrs and having a branch 
leading to a pre-?lling valve motor, a pressure 
relief valve controlling delivery of ?uid pressure 
through said branch line and biased to operate 
said pre-?lllng valve motor only after operation 
of said auxiliary motors, a second branch ?uid 
pressure line leading to said main motor from 
said control valve, a pressure relief valve control 
ling delivery of ?uid pressure through said sec 
ond branch line and biased to admit ?uid pres 
sure thereto only after operation of said pre-?ll 
ing valve motor, a ?uid-pressure motor to operate 
said control valve, a pressure line leading to said 
motor, and a pressure relief valve in said line 
biased to admit ?uid pressure to said motor after 
operation of said main motor. 

- 10. A hydraulicpress comprising a crosshead, 
main and auxiliary ?uid-pressure motors to 0p 
erate said crosshead, a pre-?lling valve associ 
ated with said main motor, a ?uid-pressure motor 
to operate said pre-?lling valve, each of said mo— 
tors comprising a cylinder and a piston operat 
ing therein, a single source of variable ?uid pres 
sure, a main control valve, delivery and return 
lines leading from said source to said control 
valve, ?uid-pressure lines leading away from 
said control valve, said valve being movable to 
reverse conditions of pressure and exhaust in 
said last-named lines, one of said last-named 60 
lines leading to said main motor and to one side 
of th‘ piston in said auxiliary motor and said 
pre-?lling valve motor, the second of said lines 
leading to the other side of the piston in said 
auxiliary motor and said pre-?lling valve motor, 
an ejector, a ?uid-pressure motor controlling the 
operation of said ejector, said second line hav 
ing a branch leading to said motor, and a relief 
valve in said branch line biased to admit pres 
sure '?uid “to said last-named motor to operate 
said ejector only after operation of said auxiliary 
r'notor by admission of ?uid pressure thereto 
from said second line. I 

11. In an hydraulic press having relatively 
movable pressing members to act on the work. 75 
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means to eiIect relative approaching and press 
ing movements of said members comprising main 
and auxiliary ?uid pressure motors, a single 
source oi‘ variable ?uid pressure, a ?uid connec 
tion from, said source to said auxiliary motors. 
means to pre?ll said main motor prior to sup 
ply thereto oi ?uid pressure from said source, 
said- pre?lling means including a. valve and a 
?uid pressure motor to open and‘ close said valve. 

9. ?uid line leading to said valve motor from said 
?uid connection, a pressure relief valve control 
ling said ?uid line, and a branch ?uid line lead 
ing fromsaid first-named ?uid line to the main 
motor, and a second pressure relief valve con 
trolling said branch line whereby pressure is ad 
mitted to the valve motor and to the main motor 
in predetermined sequence. 

CARL F. SCHNUCK. 
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